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Performance of Derek Nexus’ In Silico EC3 Model for Predicting Dermal Sensitization Potency
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ABSTRACT

 k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) model using weighted average scaled by the Tanimoto
distance between the query and dataset compounds.
 Model rules / approach4,5:
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 Focus on LLNA:
 Advantages: Provides potency prediction (EC3 value), good positive predictivity.
 Disadvantages: Requires animals, cost, turnaround time, significant compound
requirements, over-predicts weak positives.
 Predictivity: 72-77% accuracy, 96% sensitivity (true positive rate)2.
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 Evaluate the potency predictions provided by the Derek Nexus EC3 model to determine
if it can be utilized for setting Exposure Control Bands (ECBs) or for GHS hazard
classification.

CONCLUSIONS

BMS Test Set Description

 As a standalone application, the current Derek Nexus EC3 model does not yet cover
enough of BMS’ chemical workspace to reliably drive BMS banding decisions.

 473 proprietary active pharmaceutical ingredients and intermediates were initially
evaluated, representing both sensitizers (n=117) and non-sensitizers (n=356) as
determined by the LLNA.

BMS Sensitization
Category
Extremely Potent

EC3 (%)
<0.01

BMS ECB
(OEL Range)
5 (0.1 - < 1 µg/m3)

 43 compounds remained once a series of model rules were applied, included but not
limited to:
 Non-alerting compounds removed.
 Compounds with too few nearest neighbors removed (since an EC3 prediction
was not possible).
 Compounds with no EC3 data or non-specific EC3 values (> or <) removed.

Potent
Moderate
Weak

0.01 ≤ EC3 < 0.1
0.1 ≤ EC3 ≤ 1
>1

4 (1 - <10 µg/m3)
3 (10 - <100 µg/m3)
2 (≥100 µg/m3)

Weighted
mean
MW/ EC3

EC3* value
predicted

Performance Parameters Evaluated
 Several performance parameters were evaluated to compare the EC3 value determined
via the model to the EC3 value determined via the LLNA:
 Within a factor of 3.
 Within a factor of 5.
 Within the same ECETOC category (Table 1).
 Within the same GHS classification category (Table 2).
ECETOC Category
Extreme
Strong
Moderate
Weak

EC3 (%)
< 0.1
≥ 0.1 - < 1
≥ 1 - < 10
≥ 10

GHS Classification
1A – Strong sensitizer
1B – Other sensitizer

EC3 (%)
≤2
>2

100
90

32

80
A valid NN is one which fires the same dermal sensitization structural alert.
The minimum number of NNs required is 3, otherwise no EC3 prediction is given
(ensures only compounds in same chemical/mechanistic domain are considered).
Both the query compound and the NNs are fingerprinted using a structural
technique propriety to Lhasa Limited.
The similarity between the nearest neighbors and the query compound is calculated
using a Tanimoto index, and up to ten most similar NNs are kept.
The mean of the NN’s MW/EC3 values is calculated and weighted according to their
similarity to the query compound:

The mean MW/EC3 value is converted back to an EC3 value by taking into account
the molecular weight of the query compound.
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Within factor of 3 Within factor of 5
Correctly predicted
Prediction
Correct
Over
Under

EC3 3-fold
11
18
14

ECETOC

Over-predicted
EC3 5-fold
20
15
8

GHS

Under-predicted
ECETOC
16
17
10

5 µg/100 cm2
50 µg/100 cm2
500 µg/100 cm2
Not applicable

Table 4. An Exposure Control Band (ECB) sets requirements for handling practices in order to control the
airborne concentration of a chemical to a specific level (in µg/m3) believed to prevent pharmacological and
toxicological effects in workers, also referred to as an Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL). The ECB is also
correlated with a surface wipe test limit, defined as the maximum amount of compound that can contaminate
a laboratory surface without eliciting a dermal sensitization response.7

 The Derek Nexus EC3 model could contribute to a weight-of evidence approach for
justifying additional in silico modeling and/or accelerated in vivo testing.
 As a standalone application, the current Derek Nexus EC3 model can be used to drive
GHS classification for dermal sensitization.
 The Derek Nexus EC3 model correctly or over-predicts the majority of compounds,
thereby ensuring that both the ECBs assigned and the resulting handling practices are
sufficiently conservative to be protective of human health.

 BMS is currently exploring the possibility of utilizing a BMS-specific knowledge base
alongside the default Lhasa knowledge base to improve the predictivity of the EC3
model.
 BMS anticipates that ongoing data sharing exercises with Lhasa Limited will continue to
improve the predictive performance of the alert-based and EC3 models in the BMS
chemical workspace. 8

EC3 MODEL PERFORMANCE

*EC3 represents the effective percent
concentration of test material needed
to elicit a 3-fold increase in lymph node
cell proliferation in treatment mice
compared to control mice in the LLNA

Surface Wipe
Test Limit

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Table 2. Globally Harmonized System (GHS) classification based on the EC3 value determined in the LLNA.

MW – molecular weight
NN – nearest neighbor
Q – query compound
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Table 1. European Centre for Ecotoxicology and Toxicology of Chemicals (ECETOC) dermal sensitization
categories based on the EC3 value determined in the LLNA.6

 Provide a thorough overview of the Derek Nexus EC3 model.
 Evaluate the performance of the Derek Nexus EC3 model using BMS pharmaceutical
intermediates and active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), and compare its
performance against data compiled from the LLNA assay.
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 Tools currently available for predicting dermal sensitization include in vivo assays (e.g.,
LLNA, Buehler Test, Guinea Pig Maximization Test), in vitro assays (e.g., Direct Peptide
Reactivity Assay [DPRA], KeratinoSens™, Human Cell Line Activation Test [hCLAT]),
and in silico models (e.g., Derek Nexus, TOPKAT, Case Ultra, TIMES-SS)1.
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EC3 MODEL PARAMETERS

 Released as a component of Derek Nexus v.5.0.1 (January 2016).

 A dermal sensitizer is a chemical that, following repeated exposure, causes subjects to
develop allergic contact dermatitis / delayed-type skin hypersensitivity reactions, one of
the most commonly encountered occupational diseases.

 Expert rule-based system for various toxicological endpoints, including skin
sensitization, mutagenicity, chromosome damage, teratogenicity, etc.
 Most recent release of the software incorporated an EC3 model capable of
estimating dermal sensitization potency.
 Advantages: Immediate output, capable of predicting multiple endpoints, no
animals/compound required, potency prediction allows for hazard
characterization and classification.
 Disadvantages: Alerts limited by number of compounds tested and number of
companies contributing to dataset, performance of EC3 model within BMS
chemical workspace unknown.
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DEREK NEXUS EC3 MODEL

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

 Focus on Derek Nexus (Lhasa Limited; Version
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Dermal sensitization leading to allergic contact dermatitis is one of the most commonly
observed occupational health issues. Consequently, there exists a need for tools capable of
providing rapid and accurate assessments of both dermal sensitization potential and
potency for hazard identification purposes. In consideration of potency specifically, these
data are often utilized to define occupational exposure limits (OELs) and related handling
practices. To this end, Derek Nexus’ EC3 model was evaluated for its performance within
the Bristol-Myers Squibb (BMS) chemical workspace. This in silico model utilizes a kNearest Neighbors approach and defines a weighted EC3 average scaled by the Tanimoto
distance between the query and data set compounds, thereby providing an estimate on
dermal sensitization potency. A data set of 473 proprietary active pharmaceutical
ingredients and intermediates were initially evaluated, representing both sensitizers (n=117)
and non-sensitizers (n=356) as determined by the local lymph node assay (LLNA). After a
number of model rules were applied, 43 total compounds remained and were run through
the EC3 model (v.1.0.5) within Derek Nexus (v.5.0.1) and compared to the EC3 values
obtained in the LLNA. Where more than one structural alert was fired in Derek Nexus, the
most potent prediction was retained, and the accuracy of the predictions was judged
according to several criteria. The model correctly predicted (CP) or over-predicted (OP) the
potency of approximately 70%-80% of the compounds and under-predicted (UP) the
potency of approximately 20%-30% of the compounds within a given criteria. Specifically,
within a factor of 3 of the actual LLNA value (26% CP / 42% OP / 32% UP), within a factor
of 5 of the actual LLNA value (47% CP / 35% OP / 18% UP), within the same ECETOC
potency category (37% CP / 40% OP / 23% UP), and within the same GHS classification
category (77% CP / 7% OP / 16% UP). These data are encouraging, considering the model is
most commonly used in a weight-of-evidence approach to assess dermal sensitization
potential early in drug development when data are scarce. By correctly predicting or overpredicting the EC3 value, the model ensures that both the OELs assigned and the resulting
handling practices are sufficiently conservative to be protective of human health.
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Table 3. Compound number (of n=43 total compounds evaluated) corresponding to percentages given in
figure above. Over-predicted implies the predicted EC3 value was less than the EC3 value determined in the
LLNA, resulting in a more conservative ECETOC/GHS classification. Under-predicted implies the predicted
EC3 value was greater than the EC3 value determined in the LLNA, resulting in a less conservative
ECETOC/GHS classification.
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